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2005 AIN PRODUCTSUPPORTREpORT

Among business jets, .Cessna, Gulfstream and
Raytheon share the top spots, while Mitsubishi
shines brightest in the eyes of turboprop operators.
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II
or the third consecutive year in
AIN's Product Support Survey,
readers gave Gulfstream top
marks for both its newer busi-

ness jets (less than 10 years old) and older
business jets (10 years or older), when rat-
ings for the Westwind series are excluded.
When these models-which were built by
Israel Aircraft Industries but for which

Gulfstream now provides service and sup-
port-are included in Gulfstream's com-
bined average, Cessna Aircraft moves into
the top spot for new and old business jets
combined (see table on page 26).

Raytheon Aircraft holds third place
when ratings for its wide fleet of newer and
older jets are combined into one overall
rating. But interesting things happen when
you parse the ratings by aircraft models
and age. The company's newer Beechjets
and Premier Is actually tied Gulfstream's
new jets for first place in this category with
an overall average of 7.06. (Cessna's new
jet overall average is 6.97, putting it third.)

New Hawkers had a rating of 6.5 (fourth
place), while older Hawkers received a
slightly lower rating of 6.38, but this was
high enough to put the model in third place
overall for older jets. But when the ratings
for older Beechjets (which just missed the
minimum number of required responses to
make the chart) are blended with the newer
Beechjets, they bring the combined average
for old and new Beechjets to 6.61. (The
Boeing Business Jet and Airbus ACJ also
did not receive the requisite number of re-
sponses to be included on the survey chart.)

Except for the Westwinds,which were the
lowest rated older jets, Bombardier aircraft
received the lowest ratings for both older
and newer jets. The Canadian OEM's new
Challengers garnered the highest ratings

Jet operatorsratedCessna
bestIn ctasstor support
at bothnewerandolder
CItationtleetscombined.

(6.38) within the company's product line,
just a tad above the ratings for newer Lear-
jets (6.32) and the Global Express (6.27).

Despite being the lowest-rated new jet
model, the Global Express showed the
greatest improvement over last year in
terms of percent change (11.88) of all jets,
which certainly seems to be a positive sign
for Global owners. The Challengers' rat-
ings also improved, 4.76 percent for the
newer ones and 7.26 percent for the older
ones. Conversely, the overall ratings for
both newerandolderLemjetsfell, 1.6per-
cent and 7.11 percent, respectively.

Unusual Aspects

The overall average for older Gulfstreams
(Westwinds excluded) is one of the sur-
vey's unusual results, because at 7.23 it's
higher than the overall rating for Gulf-
stream's new jets (7.06). It's also the high-
est overall jet rating, for both newer and
older models. Furthermore, for every
other aircraft model group with ratings for
both newer and older aircraft, the overall
averages for the older aircraft are lower.

In previous AIN product support surveys
that requested ratings for newer and older
aircraft, respondents have consistently
judged the service and support they receive
for their older aircraft lower than the ser-
vice and support they receive for their
newer aircraft. OEMs give two reasons for
this. First, newer aircraft are usually still
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